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Abstract 
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<ti 
An array of 12 calibrated RF electric field probej 

on the waveguide walla am need to sample the com
plex field profile at the second and thlH harmonica 
where the fundamental power la in the 40 MW range 
at 2B5S MHs. The measured amplitude and phase alg-
nata from these probes are Fourier analysed to deter
mine with jood accuracy the power in each of the many 
possible propagating, modes. 

Introduction 
The rail put power from each of tbe 244 Irish power pulsed 

klystrons at SLAC is routinely measured using thermistor bridge 
power meters and a sampled signal from a modified Betbe hole 
directional coupler. These couplers are located in tbe waveg
uide coming from each klystron before the four-way power split 
to each accelerator feed. Adequate low pass filtering has been 
required since we are primarily interested in the power to the 
accelerator at its operating frequency of 2856 MHz. Further
more, one of the properties of tbe type of directional coupler 
being used is that there is stronger coupling to higher order 
modes at bigher spurious and harmonically related frequen
cies. Significant measurement error of tbe fundamental would 
result unless low pass filtering is used. 

Recently there has been renewed interest st SLAC in tbe 
harmonic content of tbe klystrons. The velocity modulated 
electron beam wit bin klystron is typically rich in second and 
third harmonic RF current components. The induced current 
in the output cavity at these frequencies, however, remains 
weak compared to the fundament?! component There is a 
reasonably good theory to predict the harmonic RF compo
nents of current in the klystron electron beam. Calculating 
the RF currents induced in Ibe output cavity and subsequent 
power output at tbe harmonics is quite difficult, because tbe 
output circuit must include parts of the collector and tube 
body as well, since these chambers are above cutoff as waveg
uides and suitable boundary conditions for a model cannot be 
established. 

Attempts to calibrate the directional couplet at tbe lower 
order harmonics of this operating frequently would be useless 
since there arc Eve propagating modes at the second harmonic 
and eleven propagating modes at the third harmonic. The de
gree to which the harmonic (and/or spurious frequency) energy 
is divided up into the various modes depends both on how the 
excitation or the initial launching into the waveguide system 
occurs. It also depends upon mode conversion that takes place 
due to obstacles and discontinuities such as bends, win/owa, or 
vacuum pumpouts ahead of the location that a measurement 
might be made 

In '358, M. Forrcr and K, Tomiyasu1 described a movable 
p.-obe assembly which was used to (ample the magnitude and 
phase of the electric Geld along both the broad and narrow 
walls of a pressurized S-band waveguide. The complex field 
profile was sampled at two different waveguide cross sections. A 
Fourier analysis ou-these data by computer enabled the power 

to be calculated for the various propagating modes at each 
frequency. Tbis was done at a power level of 4.7 MW from an 
S-bacd magnetron. 

Later, V. G. Price2 made similar measurements using an 
array or fixed electric probes which were calibrated. Using 
a computational method similar to Forrer and Tomiyasu, tbe 
power in each propagating mode was determined. He Bhows 
that, in general, the minimum number of probes required to ob
tain enough information to determine tbe power in each mode 
is slightly greater than the number of modes which can prop
agate el a given frequency. The accuracy of tbe ineasnremert 
is increased if the number of probes is increased beyond the 
minimum number. This method has tbe advantage that it is 
are free and therefore can be done at higher peak power levels. 

About the same time, D. J. Lewis3 developed a method 
where a series of mode couplers were designed; each coupler 
selectively coupling a single mode and discriminating against 
other modes. This method was useful for measuring second 
harmonic power where perhaps four or five modes exist, but 
was impractical for higher frequencies where a large number of 
modes could propagate. 

A Tew years later, E D. Sharp and E.M.T. Jones4 devel
oped a method where the various modes in a large multimode 
waveguide worediseriminately sorted into several smaller dom
inant mode waveguide arms. This method docs not require a 
computer, but docs require an elaborate waveguide discrimina
tor device and must be used where only a limited number of 
higher order modes can exist. The experimental error is some
where between ±2 and ±5 db. 

The next year 1. J. Taub5 described a method where the 
power to be measured was fed through a waveguide taper into 
a much larger, overmoded waveguide and into a large multi-
mode load. The oversized waveguide has an array of 40 or 
so probes and a line-stretcher ahead of the taper. He shows 
that the higher mode energy from tbe standard size waveg
uide is converted to an approximate plane «v« in the overized 
waveguide. Using filters, the line stretcher, and signals sam
pled from the various probes, tbe approximation allows one 
to determine tbe total energy at a given frequency to within 
about ±1 db without knowing how the energy is divided into 
tbe various propagating modes. 

A multiprobe method similar to that, used by Price3 ap
peared to be most suitable for us since tbe other methods had 
disadvantages described in more detail in Ref. 7. 

ft was decided to confine our investigation to the second 
and third harmonics of 2856 MHl. To cover the eleven prop
agating modes at the tbird harmonic a minimum of eleven 
probes was required. Price points out that th" minimum num
ber of probes required at each broad wall cross section is equal 
to tbe highest nvindex to occur for a propagating mode. Since 
the TE« mode can propagat* there will be four probes across 
the broad wall. The highest n-index determines the number 
of probes on the narrow wall at each cross section. All the 
n-indexes are either ten or one, to a single probe at each cross 
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section is adequate. The number of broad wall cross nations 
required is 1 + NmaT(l) = 2. The number of narrow will cross 
sections is 1 + Mmai(\) = 4. JV m a z ( i ) is the maximum n-
index to occur where the m-index b unity and IMmasUr is the 
maximum m-index to occur for a mode whose B-index b unity. 

Poqr equally spaced probes across the 7.S1 em broad m i l 
placed a constraint on the type of high vacuum RF feedtbrough 
connectors that could be used. The spacing; between probe 
feedturougu connectors and hence the maximum diameter had 
to be less than about 14 cm. Thb space limitation precluded 
the use of type N or GR connectors. 

The conneclor/feedthrough assembly chosen was made from 
a Ceram&seal higu .-.o'lum grounded shield connector with a 
SMA eoavirl coDsector. The feedtbrough was brazed into a 
cupro-uickel cup supplied by us to the manufacturer. This as
sembly Was, in turn, welded into a stainless steel cup which had 
been brazed iotj the copper S-band waveguide at the appro
priate location. Detail of this fcedthrough assembly is shown 
ia Fig. 1. Eleven identical RG 42S double shielded cables 
connected the somewhat fragile SMA feed through probes to a 
sturdy steel panel with type N bulkhead feedthrough connec
tors as shown in Fig. 2. 

J. Amplitude and Phase Calibration 
of Probe Assembly 

The objective in the probe calibration procedure is to relate 
the signal measured into a 50 fl termination at the bulkhead 
panei to tb i total electric field in the waveguide at the corre
sponding '̂ robe for a givec harmonic frequency irrespective of 
the mode, 

A pure TEia mode is launched at each harmonic frequency 
at which the calibration is made. For example, the third har
monic of 2856 MHz is initially launched into W'R 9D (standard 
X-band) waveguide where only the TEya mode can exist and 
gradually tapered over anott ten feet up to WR 284 (standard 
S-band) waveguide. The power level of the launched wave 
is measured using a 20 db ^rational coupler in the X-band 
waveguide ahead of the taper. The waveguide probe assembly 
is terminated with a 100 YY raultimode waveguide termination 
during the calibration procedure. The mathematical details of 
this low power calibration are covered in Ref, 7. 

SMA Connector 

, , . „ Waveguide' 

Fig. 1. Detail of single electric field probe assembly. 

Fig. 2. Multiprobc/cable assembly. 
To calibrate the narrow wall probes it was necessary to es

tablish a TEQ\ mode using a suitable taper ia height but not 
width from WR 137 wsreguide up to WR 284. This mode can 
propagate at both the second aDd third harmonics of 2856 MHz. 

The analysis also requires that the phase characteristics of 
each probe and cable assembly be known. Ir one were able to 
ensure tbat tbr phase shift through each assembly were iden
tical, this part of the calibration procedure would not be nec
essary In both the amplitude and phase calibration, the cables 
were onsidered pari o. probe assembly. 

The phase calibration was made using the system shown in 
Kig. 3. A Watkins-Johnson M76C double balance muter was 
used as the phase detector shown in the figure 

li principle, it is necessary to know the phase relationship 
of all ol th,- probes with respect to one another. A straightfor
ward calculation relates all ibf broad wall probes to each other 
in the TE\a calibration and all the narrow wall probes to each 
other in the TEoi calibration. Of these two modes, however, 
each have zero field Tor one or Lh.? other or these calibrations 
using the TEw or TEoi Ideally, one could solve th>s dilemma 
by launching a pure mode where the phase relationship be
tween the broad and narrow walls is known. Either member 
of the TE11 — TAfji degenerate mode pair would be ideally 
suited tor this calibration since Ibe narrow wall b ISO9 in the 
former case and 0" in the latter rase. An ...juccessful attempt 
was made to launch either of these with reasonably good sin
gle mode purity. It was decided to assume that the phase shift 
through each nerrow wall probe was the same (for the TAin 
mode) as the average phase shift of !he four broad wad probes 
in the same waveguide cross section. 

2. High Power Measurement 
The probe assembly was installed at the output of a SLAC 

XK-5 klystron as shown block diagram is Fig. 4. A hii.h power 
load with reasonably good mullimode capability was made by 
terminating r. 10-foot long 4 db kanthal coated, water cooled, 
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram — high power measurement. 

stainless steel attenuator with a standard SLAC high power 
water load. The ksnthal coated attenuator was built at SLAC 
for measurement. The VSWR of this combination load is less 
than 1.10 for the fundament il mode and less than about 1.6 
for all higher order propagating modes at the second and third 
harmonics. 

The harmonic power levels at the bulkhead panel were mea
sured using an isolator, appropriate band pass fitter combina
tions, and a calibrated HP8740 crystal detector. 

The relative phase of the total electric Geld at each probe 
*as measured with respect to a constant 10 MW reference 
which was obtained from a reference probe ahead of roulu-
proba assembly. Again, appropriate band pass filter combina
tions were used in both the signal and reference arms in the 
phase measurement. 

The measured power output at the fundamental, second 
and third harmonics for a typical SLAC high power klystron 
is sh^wn in Table I. The harmonic power is broken down into 
tje various propagating modes. 

ID this measurement and analysis the minimum njmber of 
probes to provide a solution were used. More probes would 
hive reduced the error, especially at the third harmonic. In 
certain situations a small error in a probe reading could result 

Table I. Muhimode Power Distribution 
for a SLAC High Power Klystron in Watts 

Tube: M-413 
Second Third 

Propagating fundamental Harmonic Harmonic 
Mode 2858 MH» 5712 MHz 8568 MHl 
IEIO 31-0 X llC 11,206 260 
7EJo 1,130 1,490 
7Ebi 52,570 7S4 
W H 50,643 188 

m„ 8,261 450 
Tt'ti 258 
TM. 174 
T F M 138 
TE3i 93 
TMM 

37 
7 1 « 42 

TOTAL 31.0 x Mr* 123,810 3,894 
(0 db Kef.) 1-24 db) (-39 db) 

in a significant error in the Goal result. Jn his earlier measure
ment, Price" found that his high power measurements were 
rrpeatabie within ±1 db in amplitude and iri°" in phase. The 
measurement technique Bad the equipment used in the exper
iment reported herein provided approximately the same re
peatability found by Price-

Based on the experience of others S - S l 4 , S ' T and on this 
measurement, the overall accuracy or measuring the power iD 
the various propagating modes on SLAC klystrons is about 
±1.5 db. 

3. Theory 
The probes will sample the sum of the transverse electric 

field components for PII of the propagating modes. The elec
tric held distribution Tor any TEmn or TMnm mode have the 
general form: 

Ez — EJB C O S ( ^ - ^ ) sin(^yi) 

(1) _, . / t t i - r i tn*y\ £ „ . s l n ( _ _ ) e o a ( T . ) 
using the coordinate system shown in Fig. h. Since on the 
broad wall y is cither a or o, then 

E„ = ± £ , 0 sin (—^) , 

similarly on the narrow wall 

Ei = ±Eio sin ( -p- ) . 

(2o) 

|2H 

Fig. 5. Waveguide coordinate system orientation. 

Carrying through the broad wall analysis, the total electric 
iidd at any given position z is the sum of the modes which 
have m fi 0 



(3» 

where iT y m = Rm + jlm- The Fourier components / ? m and lm 

arc found as follows: Both sides of Eq. (3) are multiplied by 
sinlfiry/a) and integrated giving 

/ ^ W s i n ( ^ ) ^ = E / ^ S i n ( ^ - > ( ^ ) r f x (4, 
o m o 

Letting o = >TJ/D one obtains 

- [ r^lilsintfuKn 
ff / o 

jr 

= ~YL I iymsinlmiiisinlfulc/u 

— «•_ 2 - ; - * m 

|5| 

2 T 

-sin{m + flu sin(rn - f )» ] * 

sin ff[m - f) sin 77(m + 0 | 

Si i i ' i ' both «i a.-id ( ore integers, the second term in Eq (•')) 
is 0 The fir>l t c r t i '• T fur m = ( and 0 for all oilier integers. 
Tlir-rvfurp, 

The left-band »ide iA YA\ |4) j»- !J-

H . r t t » /i.V(,i«n('y) r f J = £ ^ix,).»,(r;'')i. 
(•i 

where 

*i • l l , = 

where p represent* the number of equally divided segments 
along tl ie broad wall. 

Equation (4) becomes 

£-1 

(here/ore 

[B-) 

(86) 

Letting £ y m = /?,,„, + j'/ym, £jt = Ryt + j'fy. one obtains 
the Fourier components Rym and lym 

^-!|^g)*f=0 

whrrp 

(9) 

(io! 

(11) 

(121 

For a solution to exist, it is necessary that m/p < 1. Therefore, 
p > I + M a n . The larger value of p, the greater the accuracy. 
If we set p = 1 + Mmai where Mmax is equal to the nu-nber 
of probes across the broad wall at a cross section, we hast the 
following equal ions 

E*(j) = ^ ' ( ^ I ^ P ^ v f l = Rft + i'ti ( 1 3 3 

uhcrp tan6^1 = iytfRyt and £^ j (n i /p) and $yt are measured 
quantities. The Fourier quantities |£Vm| and $am are detrr-
nnned from 

l^ l rmr ~ |r?ymr + I'ymn 

$ym = t f ln" 

1141 

(131 

Onl> the /"„ elertric fields, those perpendicular to the broad 
wall have Keen treated thus far. For the Et fields, those per-
prndirular to the narrow wa, , the analysis is identical except 
that rn. a. i and p arc replaced, respectively, by n. b. y and 
q Similarly, the minimum value of q is t\max + 1- Again the 
larger tin value of q, the greater the accuracy. 

The phase velocities or the propagating modes are all dif
ferent e\cept for the special case where degenerate mode pairs 
exi>. We mii'i now look < the variation of electric Geld along 
the waveg,i.id - in the direction of propagation Specifically, 
mcasuri-tni-nts must be made at at least two cross sections in 
the broad wall and four cross sections in the narrow wall for 
tin ilcMii propagating modes at the third harmonic. 

The electric <iclr> quantities Eym exp-.essed previously can 
lie expressed by the complex equation 

Eym — £,, Eg* (16) 

Using the Domenrlalure and method of Forrcr and Tomiyasu, 
al each measurement cross section enc has 

4 



£ytn — 2^ Eytnn — ™ym + J /jfi 

Hi 
Egm — 2^ Eymn = Rgm +} Ifm (17) 

n=0 

t 
T1 = 0 

whprr .4, B, C\ ., ., rpfrr to rpsppclive measurement cross sec
tions at which AEm< BEm. cBm &*»* b c p » dptprmmpd. 
«^ is Ihe faighpsl n-index occurring in the modes binder analy
sis. 

Separating Eq. (IT) into TPBI sod imaginary parts one has 

DKym = £ **>«-„ ^/yr, = jf B / ^ n (18) 
n=0 n = D 

"yTi = Z* ^ m n Jym = 2^ lymn 

The qunnlilips on (he left-hand side ar any one or the above 
equations can bo obtained from Eq. (16). The right-hand side 
quanniifi at ''.• K-ih cross section can be related to those at 
A-th cross scclion with the iransformation equations 

KRm„ =A fl„„ cos Om„+AImr sin B„ 

'/„,„ = -•*/„„ sin Sm„ +AI, 
(1B| 

'mn COS ?„,„ 

where 0*nn = 4st*A' — - A \ is the electrical distance between 
the "wo rross seetn-as 

The eo.ua: ions ((b) are solvable provid.-d 0 m „ y£ 2nir where 
n = 0, I. 2. . . This resirirtu-n was taken into account when 
tin- d^tanrc between waveguide cross sections waf selected. 

After substituting Eq. (19) into |!S) s linear system of 
equations wjib 2|1 + n^| unknowns is obtained Since the 
Fourier analysis at each cross section contributes two equa
tions, measurement s at I + nj cross sections are required For 
example when n,j = 1 then measurements are made at I + 
nj = 2 cross sections giving 

n - 0 
(20o) 

» = 0 
<ym0 "*" ' irml 

n = 0 

1 

•—a 
From Eqs. (19) one obtains 

flff»mo =•* îmio 'os *m0 + A V"0 sin « m o 

B W > = -'*fiimOSin*inD+' 1 /ymO COS 0 r a O 

0 i ?»ml ="* ff«ml « » ffml + ^ B ^ l Sin Sml 

itob) 

(21) 

'yrtil : -ARyn,\ sin «mt + M 7,^1 cos 9mi 

Substituting Eqs (21) into (20) yields 

(22) 

A t> --An 

*ifm — *g FTIO + 

-p,. (23) 

'v»nt 

+ A /?„„! cos 5 m l +-̂  / „ m l sin $ml 

DlVrr, = - A /t^o SID «m0 +•* /^nO ros 9md 
+A ft.^i sin «„,, -t-4 ^ cos5 m | 

One knows •'1/f](m. Alyr-t, BRym and B / j , m from cross section 
mri'jrcmcnis and calculations using Eqs |9) and (10). Smg 
and 0 m | are obtained from Eqs. (22). Therefore, one can 
obtain the four unknown quantities ^ ^ . o . AFymi, Alsmo and 
Alv„,\ fro.n the f-jjr equations (23). Again Smo.^m! ^ "n^. 

Eymn has nnv. been dntermined. E>ma = (t'^ol e\p(;o m i) 
represents the electric fiild phasor of the 7*^0 mode only The 
subcomponent Lym, = | f s m | | esp(><S^,). however, is the sum 
of the TEm\ and 7"A/m| phasors and therefore is not uniquely 
afsncialed with a single mode. 

The degerneraie mode pairs TF,„, and TMmn have identi
cal pha.se velocities and contribute to the electric Drlds on both 
the broad and the narrow wall;; of the waveguide Separating 
these degenerate mode pairs may b* accomplished by corre
lating the broad wall and the na'row wall electric Delds at the 
same waveguide cross section. The total ficM on the waveguide 
wall is the phasor sum of the TE and T\f mode fields so thai 

£ j m n = Et{TSf„„) + Et(TEm„)^= liymn + jlynn (211 

Ejmn = Ei(Thtmn) + Er{TEmn) = R I m n + j ' / I m n (25) 

The Er and Ev components arc. related to one another by 

EATSIm*) = 1/fl Et{TMm„) (26) 
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EATEmn) = -fEtiTE,;.) (27) NOK for any TE mode 

whore 9 = na/mb. Equation (24) ran be rewritten 

iHj" +y/f**)m« +(«JE+j/?E)n.» = («, + //,)» 

whore w _ _ -E, (36) 

SubMitUtihg Eos. |C6) and (27) into Eq. (25) gives 

whore 

A - i / j i ? ™ ' - ^ 

/ , = 1 / . J / ™ - , / ^ . 

13y Drsl living the follnwing sol or equations 

(32) o o 

ffc-i—rosJiJi5iDS*i,B + =— sin - kzicos* kuy\4ziu 

whore /?y, / j . and Is are known from measurement and sub- _ _£ i_ / / 
sequent e<ihii]alion. one obtains fnur linear equations with un- 2Zj£ J J 
known*, / ? J W , HjE, ; J A ' aDd lJE as follows 

„ . . . 1 P „ „ ( T O c o s - ^ r s i n H j y + l - j s in- fcr icos 3 *, ,} / 

J ~ 1+TJTji 2 ' * ~ 1+T" 

, m _ / B + ( i /» | / i ,TE „h±il* (37| 

'* _ 7 + (i/ ,F ' ' ~ i + F 
Tho maximum oloctric field amplitude and phase relationships ^ J H -*£ o) = /" I f—}(™)si ( r Jt y 

Ex = jt-jfr" cos t i i s i o t j j 

£^ = —jaVB'sio * t i cos fcv9 

(28) 

(20) 

where 

ET K 

*» = 
KIT 

(30) *> yi_ ( x 0 Ac) 2 

*» = 

4 2ir iff 
(31) *' ftl + *if 

There To re. 

(38! 

art' 2 - Z r E / L v W v 2 

I O 1 - <«.™>2 - "»"'»= + o c ^ ) ^ *,„K*> 

4. Determining the P r e p a r i n g Power in Each Mode "V = — g - ^ - , / l - ( / , / / ) - (m ^Oandti yiO| er 

The average power in a given mode propagating in the i o 

direction is given by = ^jS- yf^lU/f)1 (m = Oorn « 0) 

H'. = J f Rc{Exfi"):dB = - \ f f RHEzllZ = C,/ / ;) dirfj No» the amplitude squared term is 

(35) 



where 

ftf f L_ 
Rearranging thr amplitude squared equation hr ampli 

-fl 
(i i) 

Therefore 

- ^ / l - l W / F U E F l * ( m o r t i - O j 

Vetng Itie aame procedure one ran ot;?>n. H J " . 
One ran nmv set up all the linear equalioni for the com

puter calculation. For the broad wall measurement 

(42| 

(43) 

when 

**-l^g)™*(J) . 
'J*-I^(J):™0'{3 • 

p — 1 + Afmu . 

a = waM-g'Jide broad aal] dimension 
For the narrow «a|! measurement 

where 

t ™ waveguide narrow «all dimension . 

For (he third harmonic, the eleven propagating modes are 
TEn, TEja, TXi'oi, TF;., TMU, Ti'si, TMu, TEu, TShi, 
Tr.'$\, and 7«T|B As desrribed earlier, there are Four (Afmaz) 
broad wall probes in earh or two (/\'j+ 1) rows spaced 3.8 cm 
apart. Now one baa four |2(IVJ + 2)| equations as follows 

(41) 

©'flamO + 0'ff»»ir + ' /»m0 + 1 «W,ml 

COS 0 m o 'ffymO + COS Pml ' ^ m l 

•in 0mO ' W + sin 0 m ] '/^ni 

- *i» *irt> ' * * • • - »» »i»l 'flaml 
+ «B»*LO'«Voi + «w»\nj 'fcajl 

-"-ll>'OC-r) 
A'j is thr highest n-index existing ia degenerate mode pairs 

and in this ease is uni'y. M„ai is the highest m-lndex and in 
this cue is 4. p is the number of segments in one row which 
needs to be ^ 1 -f Mm*z nod ii. this ease 5. The left upper 
cottier superscript* 1 and Z are the indices of the row.-. The 
m-index varies from I to 4. 

(461 

where Ar •» 3.80cm 

/ r - | a / ( m / « | = + W * p 

When the previous sri of equations are uprated io matrix 
form [A\£ • - £ Ihey beconu 

( 1 1 0 Q \ 
« 0 I I I 

COS trad «HC^I] sill Inn SIB^ml I 
- a l n ( m o -s inff m l eosJ m u eos? m | / 

(47) 

(45*1 
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Thus far the treatment and equations have dealt only with 
the two raws of broad wall probes and the various £ / s . Simi
larly, one obtains a set atEz equations for the second and third 
harmonics from the four narrow wall probe measurements. 

There is one [ = iVmz) probe is each tow and tour ( = 
Mj+l) rows spaced 3.80 cm apart on the narrow wall. There
fore, one has eight [ = Shm^ + l ) | simultaneous equations for 
the third harmanir which are not shown here but a n shown in 
Brf. 7. 

S. Check inf. *«* Computer Program 
It was necessary to devise a relatively simple check on the 

complex computer program. Vang the calibration dais for (be 
proles, the P,"s for each of the eleven probes were calculated 
assuming one wall of power propagating with single mode pa
rity This was done for each of the five modes at the second 
harmonir and each of (he eleven modes at tbe third harmonic. 
This requires eleven each amplitude and phase values for each 
purr mode at t rb harmonic or 332 values of P(. Some debug
ging of the program was required. For details see Ref. 7. 
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